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Government entities often have significant responsibilities, large projects, and 

a myriad suppliers to manage.  Entities in branches of government such as:

• Defense 

• Services to the public

• National infrastructure

Information technology plays an essential part in achieving the performance 

and results that taxpayers expect. Information needs to be shared to get 

things done, but not at the cost of security Achieving both of these goals 

simultaneously is a key characteristic of effective government that IT, and file 

sharing specifically, must support.

Government department migrates to FileCloud
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Migrating from an 

Unsecure, Public FTP 

Site to FileCloud Server
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This study focuses on a government department that did not have any robust 

solution in place for sharing files, storing files in the Cloud, or backing up data. 

Internal staff and external collaborators were backing up files and computers 

onto USB  and other removable drives. The result was increased security risks 

and loss of data and time. 

• Security Risks - Viruses, worms, Trojans, and other malware can travel easily 

on USB and similar devices, infecting systems as they are plugged in by 

unsuspecting operators. 

• Disorganization – Using file repositories without version control, creating 

multiple copies of the same file that is then edited by different users causes 

data to be overwritten and often lost. Creating duplicate copies and trying to 

locate the latest version of a document often causes delays and extra work 

for both users and for the departmental IT staff.

Proper Information Sharing Needs More 

than a USB Thumb Drive

The government department in our case study, who we will refer to by the 

fictitious name of Agricultural Research Board (ARB), was required to meet the 

government and industry standards to protect data. These standards provide 

guidance for building safe systems and networks, as well as keeping data secure. 

After doing some research, the ARB determined what it needed to do to keep its 

data safe. A strong security policy had to be ensured through two-factor 

authentication (2FA). The next challenge for the ARB was to find a file sharing 

and version control solution that would offer compliance  with the federal 

government standards and the ARB’s security plans.

The Need to Adhere to Security Standards
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The IT team for the Agricultural Research Board has its own requirements. 

government department needed to 

• Keep track of the comings and goings of the various files for accountability.

• Have the ability to set different levels of privileges for internal and external 

users.

• Centralized management of all connected devices, including the option to 

remote erase data from lost or stolen devices.

• Monitoring tools such as reports on usage and notifications on system 

anomalies.

The ARB’s IT Department Has Its Own Demands
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Security has both advantages and disadvantages. Security policies that are too 

rigid make it impossible for an organization to function effectively. On the other 

hand, policies that allow too many exceptions expose the organization to 

information breaches. The ARB faced the same challenges here as any other 

public or private-sector entity. Their solution needed to:

• Work across multiple devices as users had Macs as well as PCs

• Keeping data safe yet accessible to those with authorization

• Backing up files needed to be reliable, yet easy to manage.

In other words, staff and suppliers had to feel comfortable using the new 

solution but without the vulnerability of using USB drives.

The Search for Secure User-Friendliness
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For this government department and any other security-conscious 

organizations, FileCloud offers ransomware protection through a heuristic file-

content scanning engine. 

• Files are automatically scanned for a virus when uploaded. Companies can 

choose to use FileCloud’s anti-virus software or use their own solution as 

long as it supports Internet Content Adaptation Protocol (ICAP). 

• Data is fully encrypted in storage and in transit.

With granular folder and sub-folder permissions, FileCloud can also integrate 

easily with any existing permission hierarchy. 

FileCloud’s Appeal to the Administrators
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FileCloud was the Solution

The ARB chose FileCloud for its extensive and reliable functionality.,

• FileCloud can synchronize files across all devices and allow users to backup 

the files and folders they need in a snap. 

• FileCloud allowed IT staff to set granular access permissions, to keep data 

safe yet accessible to the right person

• FileCloud gives users the ability to lock or check out files to prevent 

conflicting changes. 

• FileCloud sends notifications to alert users when shared files or folders are 

changed, helping them keep even better tabs on their data

• FileCloud also provides the ability to create custom file-based workflows to 

automate procedures

When combined, these powerful features helped improve processes throughout 

the entire ARB organization.
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Government organizations and agencies are just one category already 

leveraging the wide-ranging advantages of FileCloud, both in the cloud and 

on-premises. Other industries include: 

• Financial institutions 

• Power utilities 

• Hospitals

• The leisure industry

• Non-profit entities 

FileCloud’s functionality creates the cost-effective solution for file share, 

sync, and mobile access preferred by so many. Contact FileCloud today and 

take advantage of our free 14-day trial to see what FileCloud can do for your 

business.

LINK: https://portal.getfilecloud.com/ui/user/index.html?mode=register

See How FileCloud Can Help Your 

Operations Today
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One of the goals of the ARB was to have a solution that users would 

be comfortable with. How did FileCloud meet this need?

• Built-in document preview in browsers

• The ability to see which version they are working on

• Easily share files and folders

• Secure shares easily with permissions and a password

• File locks to prevent simultaneous editing

• The ability to restore a document to any previous version

• Direct editing and saving of files in Microsoft Word, Excel, and 

PowerPoint

• Mobile apps for Android, iOS, and Windows phones

FileCloud’s Appeal to Users
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Many industries are now required to be compliant with regulations to keep 

data safe. If you are an organization in one of these industries, this can be a 

daunting task. With FileCloud’s features, though, the challenge can be 

simple.

• Extensive support for compliance, including HIPPA, FIPS 140, and GDPR

• Special features for data protection officers, like consent form 

templates, and personal identification search templates

• Reliable operation and high-availability support

• Comprehensive security policy features

• Ease of integration with existing infrastructures

• Highly-rated support team

FileCloud offers an Enterprise File Sharing and Sync (EFSS) solution that 

enables you to regain control of your data as it is shared, coupling the 

benefits of collaboration and productivity with the security you require to 

protect your Intellectual Property anywhere it goes in the course of doing 

business.

FileCloud is used by 1000s of 

customers around the world 

including Global 2000 

enterprises, government 

organizations, educational 

institutions, and managed 

service providers.
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Summary

To read more about how FileCloud can help keep 

your information secure as it is shared, visit 

www.getfilecloud.com/enterprise-file-sharing

“We liked FileCloud’s pricing, 

comprehensive feature set 

(branding, encryption) and the 

responsive support”

Stewart
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